
 

  



Foundation: Game with 
Christ, the Path of Jimmy 

Fifth edition…  

Introduction 
Are you looking to become a more attractive, stronger and 
self-sufficient man together with god then! 

Welcome adventure for love this course is for you. It's 
important to know that science is a way of shedding light on 
to what God has created for us. It also as the human spirit 
carries the seed of the devil. I have become a servant of the 
Lord Jesus Christ thru studying of science and I also seen the 
devil's work as I dwindled thru the halls of science. 

Changes since 4nd edition, correction of Christina Batra’s 
name. 

I am a student of Dr. Ken Wilbers work and spirit is what you 
call ego in science and the soul is what science calls 
consciousness 

Thanks 
First of all I want to thank God, for he is the one who gave me 
the gift of writing this. 

I want to thank the coaches on Real social dynamics from all 
they have taught me. 



Also Tim with his freedom business since he has left the 
company of Real social dynamics but I have learned from him 
to:  http://timothymarc.com/ 

I want to thank Dr. Ken Wilber as well what I have learned 
from spiral dynamics has been a fantastic journey. 

I want to thank Angel's for sharing their strengths during my 
time thru lives though school. 

I want to thank Metallica, the San Francisco orchestra and the 
Metallica family, proud member of. Stockholm gärdet big 4, 
Stockholm Globe. 

Thank you Calvin Harris for sharing all that love. 
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Defeating fear 
Since the Muslim brother hood is here in Sweden and active 
to. 

WITNESS ME! 

Witness me comes from the movie mad max but in reality it is 
what is in a dare devils mind as he goes for the jump, a 
courageous act as in the movie ghost rider in the start. It is 
about breaking the mental blockade, moving towards 
perfection, practice and willingness to go thru. All for that 
kick, that is WHAT I CALL BLOODLUST. We are thought to be 
weak and to conform; but I say no. I will remain defiant; I will 
do what I love and do what I need with my life on the line if 
so have to. I shall win and I shall feel glorious! Because here 
honor is everything. Now feel that build up, that work 
towards you willingness; to risk it all. 

Letting go 
Now some times like to listen to Eckhart Tolle. For some 
reason people believe that makes you passive I would oppose 
that. It depends how you are wired I guess. I recommend you 
to read a new earth. 

Being part of the wilder bunch you might get to experience 
people that don’t know any better and they will try to put 
control questions in your mind. Let’s fix that. 

Breaking it down. Well there is first a cause/prime for what is 
followed with a rule of what is to follow. The cause/primer 
being a que in the book power of habit. Or the bell from 
Pavlovs dog’s (or children, use google). 



The shit put in to the mind on me was. 

Me becoming horny. Then instead of me just taking preferred 
action what felt like an invisible wall came in my way. Then 
rules coming after being what to think about or what type of 
sound that I shall create in the mind the sound being a series 
of words, followed by some actions. So the same is on seeing 
a hot girl showing a flag or signs of wetness. 

So you need to seek out the causes/primers for when the wall 
comes in and this is a processes that can take some time. 

Now all this shit will be solved with one thing recite this: 
when such wall comes in to play I do as I fucking please, 
because reality is anarchy. 

The Sight of an Archer 
So you are here on your own freewill you will have to make 
this journey on your own. This will start as a preparation for 
your trails of passage. Now your first task will be an easy one, 
it will give you the sight of an archer and take you to the here 
and now. 

Now we need a string it will be for us during this exercises; 
and for you to keep with and to hold in your eye. Come back 
after you have it. 

Good now when you have the string stretch it out and use it 
together with your eye measurement to get a sense of how 
big the distance is along the thread. Now this is how builders 
measures. An archer take the string stretches it out with good 
hand from where the eye starts pointing towards a target; so 
his/her sight go along the string. Now you’re eye 
measurement start somewhere behind your eye and ends  at 
your target. That’s good notice how any perceived problem 



lifts of your shoulders; here your first taste of freedom of this 
illusion that is called reality start. Now keep the eye 
measurement where it should be. The string is a survival tool 
and will serve as reminder for you as you ready yourself to 
become a free adult flame. 

The flesh puppet the animal 
So the flesh is what you as a soul has been given as a gift from 
god. It is an extraordinary thing that you can steer and 
control, an meat puppet for you. Countless generations 
before it have gone thru a process of selection thru evolution 
it have been take forward as one of the survivors. 
Congratulations, you have been given an extraordinary gift 
from god. Now this is an anti-fragile thing, thru testing you 
will see how strong it is. Thru that testing/trails fear will leave 
you and thru it you will become ready to face what god has 
put you on Earth to do. 

The sharing of weme 
Weme is like an connective angel. It works like this scraping of 
all the things that we are not; it comes to be that we are all 
little me’s, but together we are one big Weme. With that 
knowledge you will radiate love, warmth and energy; if you 
choose to share Weme with others they will love you and 
follow you as a man/woman and a leader. 

FLASH! 
Like bullets going off in your head you should not even try to 
hold any thought just letting them go. No language, 
semantics, fast decisions based from how the environment 
changes. No real time for thoughts. As the pass by quickly. 
Not even noticing it. 

EDEN (THINK: COME EDEN) 



Everywhere I look Eden is, Eden is Love, Eden is good, Eden is 
all. Weme to share your power with me. FLASH! 

The earthly parents of your character animal 
So we all have different quality of relationship to those who 
fostered us before we became adult. But they need to be 
honored to for the good they have done. Now the earthly 
parents of your animal/character have no authority over you 
the soul or the mind. You the soul/shapeless are the only one 
in authority/control over it that cannot change from now on; 
is that understood? But still you need to understand that the 
pain body/devil can create thought if you invite it in. In some 
hard cases it might have to be so that is better that you see 
yourself as an adult orphan. That if there being nothing left to 
save okay. 

This will be a big reward 
So after living on the street of Stockholm for 7 months of the 
last month playing honey, honey, my poor leg, my poor leg. 
Earth being my home just getting a bed to sleep in and a roof 
over my head. I had the chance to rereading Neil Struse the 
book emergency going thru the chapter survive. I came to 
realize that however hard to love some of the people Neil 
writes about may be the thought great things I could have 
used. It is a recommended read. 



https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0060898771 

Now we are all just dead men walking, hurts? Truth hurts, see 
it is true. 

The grind 
The creeps are invading the “civilization” we have to avoid 
being associated with the creepers. Now if you hope to get 
grinded by a girl you will have to hit the dance floor your first 
move will be to stop and hover and dance like Redfoo. The 
girl will go thru the 3 faces of an approach again; she is the 
one who gets to make the step towards making the grind. She 
is the squirrel, koala or possible drop bear your the tree 

patience. If she leaves you should be unaffected emotionally 
but don’t approach her until she starts to linger around you. 

In restless times 
First of you don’t have any obligation to survive only an 
obligation to fight for your survival and to really live. Freedom 
from death you already have as a soul don’t let the fear of 
leaving this come and ruin your fun. To take a life to save your 
own or that of loved ones are alright to do. 

Goal defining 
Now goal defining is works differently when you come from a 
perspective of reality since you don’t strive to reach a goal, it 
is more in a way of being open for whatever goal you have to 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0060898771


come in to your life. This is a method I have found that works 
great for me, I am sure it will do the same way for you. (taken 
from a webpage called “The Future of the Human Race 
Revea”): 

Intent is used to define the goal, or the desired outcome. 
When defining a goal, it is better to leave the specifics 
undefined and deal in generalities. This allows the universe to 
find the easiest pathway through which to manifest the 
desired goal. Even better than specific objects are general 
principles. For example, the general principle of natural 
prosperity can find thousands of ways to materialize, whereas 
a goal involving one specific objective along the path to 
prosperity limits the options considerably. 

Feeling is added to give the goal the life energy with which to 
grow from an idea into a pre-physical reality that becomes 
ready to manifest in the physical world. Ideally, an equal 
balance between the amount of intent and feeling makes for 
the most powerful act of creativity. For the sake of clarity, 
feeling is defined as a separate component from intent. In 
practice, however, the act of creativity expresses intent and 
feeling intertwined together as one creative act. This is in 
keeping with the way nature functions. Light, for example, is a 
form of electromagnetic radiation – electric and magnetic 
energies intertwined in perfect balance and set into motion. 

Action. As the energy of your environment reorganizes itself 
around your empowered intent, you need to provide the 
third and final component, action. However, before the 
action, there first has to be a pause lasting several days. This 
is a hands-off period where you allow the growth of the 
project to occur at its own pace within the pre-physical ethers 
of space. Then, after several days have passed and the 



objective is ready to manifest, it will cause synchronistic flow 
to appear in your life. ‘Coincidences’ will occur which cause 
events around you to move towards the fulfillment of your 
desired goal. When this flow of supportive coincidences 
begins to occur, your job is to provide the action which each 
synchronistic event calls for, until the goal has become fully 
manifested. 

If, for example, a desired career opening occurs, then you 
would follow that opportunity to see if this is the main event, 
or if it is just something that you will learn from along the 
journey towards your goal. If a key contact occurs which can 
help your project, then you follow through on that contact to 
see where it will lead. Whatever mini-opportunities arise 
along the path to the realization of your goal, you provide the 
physical action to materialize those opportunities out of the 
realm of possibilities and bring them into the physical realm. 
Most often, goals materialize through a daisy chain of events 
and opportunities, each of which builds up to the final 
realization of the entire, original goal. 

So goal’s should be written almost like a wish list to your wife 
the universe, and its already done. 

So the goals: 

To have money, 

To have fun every summer, 

To have a lot of friends, 

To travel the world, 

To approach more girls 



Channeling in to your goals 

I use a form of mediation to state my intentions for myself 
and connect to a higher form of energy. What I do is that I 
imagine a raging hot sun behind my head just out of my sight 
and in front of me a small flame as I state to myself what I 
want to do, I draw the energy from the sun in to the flame 
and a clean focus appear (Behold the NIBUS). Now you should 
state your wish and send it in to the flame. By doing this you 
put both emotions and intentions on the wish, next step is 
action towards it. 

The devils hatch 
So let’s first take up the subject of what the Devils hatch is. It 
is the security glitch that seems to come in every system that 
is created. It exists in natural systems and manmade systems. 
With for example vaccine we have the risk of getting sick, 
with computer systems it seems like for every fix you make a 
new hole comes up, some can never be fixed for example DoS 
attacks. In the inner game system have created for you is that 
if you identify with something you become a tool. The same 
comes with dreams and hope, what god gives is enough and 
knowing is better than both faith and hope. Faith is still 
something you will need since you will go thru periods of not 
knowing. Now there is a way around the hatch in the system I 
have made here for you and that is being as a stone. That will 
hold you as anchor with the knowledge of that God exist. 

This song will help you: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Thhqj3iJKLY 

Looking within and looking out 
Looking within 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Thhqj3iJKLY


So before you prepare to fall asleep with meditation focus on 
the third eye chackra, take notice of the direction flow 
coming from there. Turn it towards the back you head and 
close the eye’s to fall asleep. Now in your mind say father 
time take me with, lord hold me home. 

Looking out 

Now after you have woken from this you need to turn the 
flow back towards the top of the head and the crown chakra, 
let go of the mind and put focus on the external world. Go in 
to archer mode and say: Father Time take me with, lord hold 
me home. 

There now looking within will bring you answers from a 
higher place, looking out will put you in flow. 

Changing to a Cosmo centric view putting up your 
borders 
A Cosmo centric view is moving away from having your 
character/animal as the reference point and moving to having 
the universe as the only fixed position as you locate your 
characters/animals position. Your place characters/animals in 
the universe is in the galaxy the milky way, on a planet called 
the earth revolving around the sun. This will change how girls 
perceive you and it will make you evolve. 

The you are a word that can speak past the world of flesh, but 
now there will be a shield of fiery hot brimstone in between 
the world of the flesh and the mind. So the word you or your 
name speak to the animal giving you a choice to take it over 
to the other side. You will hear but never taking in unless you 
trust that person to hold your soul. Now never take down 
that shield. You can also give someone  a permanent dead ear 



making it so what is said from that person mouth sound 
passing you round never even touching you just something 
that is outside your part of town. 

Unquestioning belief in god and the love of the 
soul 
Then you need to learn how to have unquestioning belief. It’s 
in a way of: Hi bird you sing lovely. Bird say: I am a bird I sing 
that is what I do. Damn you bird your singing is terrible stop 
it. Bird goes: I am a bird I sing that is what I do. You are a soul 
that have turned to the lord for his salvation you have put 
your life the hands of God. You just do what a soul does. 

The animal/character you steer has it’s emotions, you the 
soul also has emotions just as you would give love to a child 
that has a tantrum you should love and accept the 
animal/character emotion. That way the love of god will fill 
the animal and the path to god’s mission for you will become 
straighter. 

So I want to start with telling you that the work here I present 
is coming from a paradigm that the material is a result of 



consciousness rather than the popular belief of vice versa. I 
come from a Christian background but I will try to present this 
in the most scientific way I can. 

The human spirit being that of identifying with things 
external, its history or wishes the pain body being what many 
would call Satan. The pain body acts as a ‘psychic parasite’ 
that possesses the spirit and causes suffering. It is the 
continuing pattern of bringing pain in to the world. It feeds on 
pain yours or others as we go further down it is something I 
will teach you to be aware of. 

 

The soul being consciousness in science in this model above, 
meta-mind being something that I will take up later in this 
presentation. 

Now there is another know modal for what I show above that 
is the one of the consumer reality, the idea that you own 
things and not only have them, with that comes a huge 
amount of outcome dependence. It is not interested to reap 
the fruit of life, it wants result, it sees itself as a substantive 
while others are an verb to it.  

  



In honor of Metallica, I give you a peace of mind 
So yesterday it was announced that Metallica’s new album 
would release and with that came the single named as the 
upcoming album hardwired. To honor my idols I will help you 
silence the mind; you see from school society thought you a 
lie. There is no possibility to listen to any thing in your head 
since listening requires sound and sound being vibrations in 
air it cannot be. Because there is no air in the mind of the 
only if you wish to create it for thee but that is only 
temporary and not real air you see. 

The mind is but an infinite empty space for thee to create as 
you self-wish you see. Now give away the idea that you can 
make it so others can take and create in the mind of thee you 
see. Only you and the one true god can do that you see. 

Now any name inside of that thing you call mind that you 
think is connected to you the soul. Is hardwired to ….. 

Rebirth; take in the spirit of the lord 
The rebirth is something you can experience if you have read 
Angel’s ride. When you can see the whole universe in the 
video below you get to experience the journey that you first 
took as a soul connecting to the animal you came to steer 
now, just as the first time it has no name; the destination is 
the adventure. As you get to experience this journey again 
you have the possibility to accept its story to 100% who it is 
and what is it; a subject an empty shell. This time there will 
not be any earthly parents only connection thru what once 
was. Have the screen in such a way that it is above you 
because the connection is made in a more so of a floating or 
growing way not in a diving fashion. It does not matter what 
you or others call the animal nothing or no one can describe it 
nor can it describe the soul you are. This time you will be born 



with all data/information of the old animal’s history but this is 
a new one. See the zoom out as you’re spiritual death as you 
as a soul learn that you the are noting in the universe you 
stand out side it. 

“Now the Lord is that Spirit: and where the Spirit of the Lord 
is, there is liberty. 

Do not judged and you will not be judged. Do not condemn, 
and you will not be condemned. Forgive, and you will be 
forgiven.” 

 

 
Now it can also be explained better like this. Image that you 
have an orb in your hand representing the universe. Inside 
the orb is the animal you control or steer you have connected 
to it as the soul you are from outside the universe as a soul 
you are a hair strain attached at the root of god head. You are 
an Angel playing a human walking this earth. 



Now it is important to let go of judging yourself or others, the 
same comes with others judgment of course. This is what Alex 
call the indifference threshold, I would call walking in the 
footsteps of Jesus himself. 

There is only honor in defeating your opponent in 
a fight. 
Do what you need to come to a position where you get your 
first you get your opponent off balance. Now don’t  stop 
hitting; speed is what you need more then power here don’t 
let the opponent regain balance. Don’t stop until it’s 
unconscious, stomp his head if so needed. If you get looked in 
a situation where your head is in danger protect it first, use 
hands or palms. 

After leaving the student pub with my girlfriend at the time I 
got a hard push in the back, then I got stomped over the back 
of my head. My fore head hitting the asphalt the lesson from 
my big brother paid off. I got my hand up in between me and 
the asphalt. Second stomp, the hand took the punishment I 
had it in between my head and asphalt, third and fourth the 
same my girlfriend pushed them away. Crying she came up to 
see how I was. I WAS TURNING IN TO RAGE MODE. I hit the 
asphalt with the hand as a club anger about being angry can 
fuel adrenaline to a level of berserk. NO! THIS WILL NOT 
STAND. I get up and let Iva check me out, you’re bleeding she 
cried. I turn and run after the two dirty fucking English men. 
Oi, you come back for more the guy who seemed to more 
game to fight outburst. I stop 3 meters in front of him, never 
run in to a fight. Well if you can tackle yeah sure but that is 
not me. I take stance and move in he moves forward with a 
high kick for the head from my left side. I block that with both 
my for arms. He follow that with a kick from the right I block 
that in the same way. I go in and we lock in a clinch, I kick him 



just above his right knee as Sebbe thought me. He tries to 
move around me so we turn I give him the same type of kick 
over his left knee. I use his movement to get him out of 
balance with the help of my leg I got him down on the ground 
I twirled around over him sitting down on him I started to hit 
him over the face nonstop till he passed out. Then I waited for 
him to wake up. Iva is tough as nails she’s stod in the way 
holding the other dude back during the whole time. He woke I 
started to smash his head again I wanted blood; his friend 
pushed past lva kicked me off his friend and pulled of and ran 
away. Have no mercy for your enemies; it will bite you in the 
ass in the end. Heading back we meet Tom Rindborn he 
looked questioning and disappointed standing with a girl that 
he later did not get to have sex with. 

It is either : 

RAGE  (scream Raa) 

Anger you hate it anger who made you feel it. Anger you are 
getting angry over. Come Eden, WITNESS ME!! 

Or 

Peace  (think peace) 

Take a knee, you love and accept all your emotions and you 
love to love. Breathe deeply down to your stomach. There, 
there it’s over soon patience; peace is now here to pour over 
you. Under and behind everything is peace and silence. 

Lovers quarrel 
Okay female being as they are will have “hissy fits” hormones 
making them susceptible to carry children makes it so. You 
don’t have fights with your woman, you have quarrels you 



will always feel the peace I have thought you from now on 
thru these short periods. Now this happens so to assure that 
you are ready when she starts to bear a child. If you can’t 
handle her thru the hormonal emotional problems that can 
be valid, how would you handle her on the hormonal waves 
that a pregnancy creates? What would happen to her if you 
left her? She does not do this consciously it is just in woman’s 
nature to test your like this. 

The eyes of a warrior beast 
Now lock yourself in the archer mode always scan your 
surroundings for things that can be used as a weapon. Always 
measure distance from where you are looking out as a soul 
lock your eyes towards your headings target or possible. Look 
for ways to escape, evaluate where you would have the 
“higher” ground and how safe you are in current surrounding 
be ready to fight but stay relaxed you are danger. If you see a 
girl you find attractive hold eye contact and follow the 
teachings of the Angel’s ride. 

The mind, you it’s star 
You are the one who can steer the mind, at some point in 
time rulers wanted to take control over those who they were 
ruling without the need to be there to monitor them. What 
they learned to do was to put the mind over the soul with the 
mind filled with instructions of what the rule where to do. 
How the symbol of that would be an upside down pentagram. 
A waver was made with those who were to do the work for 
the rulers, their souls for the illusion of freedom. Now to 
crack this cage open that society has put you in, you need to 
learn turn the pentagram around putting the soul above the 
mind, then remove the circle around the star. Turning it 
around would make it so the spirit gets the servant for you 
the soul. Removing the circle around the star would remove 



any restriction for the soul, making it so the mind is by 
passed. What that does is you could start to operate with the 
world of the flesh without thought. That would remove the 
need to monitor and control the mind that will do its work 
anyhow. It serves you exactly as you would want it anyhow, 
like the servants of the old king it will pry on you the soul to 
understand what you want it to do for you. Freeing up energy 
and time for you to be in constant flow. 

This is what is called Meta-Mind that is the silent knowing of 
you the soul, now the mind only is a way of translating what 
you as a the soul is communicating out from that silent 
knowing thru the animal/character in to this world. It’s how I 
imagine how a deaf mute thinks. 

 

Now you as a the soul only need to have love as a guiding 
value to lead you in this world. Now if you were to listen to 
any thing in the mind either it being for an answer of a 



question or anything else it’s job is to be silent. You will act on 
a silent knowing no verbalized thought there is no way to 
control this or test this all you have is knowledge of what you 
are expressing. No control, no steering. Only destiny. The 
name you have carried with the animal/character is just 
history. 

The pain body/Devil is a problem creating machine it makes 
problems for you. You should not try to solve them just see 
them as something that the machine makes as it arises in the 
moment. It tries to drag you down to the level of the old spirit 
of being. It wants food, just ignore whatever feeling that 
arises in the body or thought that seems to try to force and 
pull you down in to the mud of the mind and spirit. 

The sword; Hakuna matata 
So to have a problem free philosophy is a great thing indeed. 
You will find that the pain body/Satan have no possibility to 
grip you if you refuse to even see any problem, not even a 
challenge. Just a doing in front of you; it is a problem free 
philosophy. 

In more deeper on it  give up the concepts of time, let go of 
your goals, let go of the idea of possession, opinions, should 
and musts. It is always here and now. Image the sound silence 
a colorless shapeless void or non-existence. From here you 
are back at meta-mind. In the state of meta-mind you can 
conjure up a work area the mind. Let the mind be empty, stop 
searching and start using the human part of the brain. Let go 
of questions. 

FUCKishima and BP oil leak 
So Fukushima made the rain water radioactive on a global 
scale, to prevent mass-panic it is kept a secret still. 



Preparations are being made to tell humanity thru music they 
are telling the story of our own destruction. Iodized salt is 
becoming a more common ingredient in food make sure to 
have it at home. BP is killing the life in the Atlantic, the day 
the nuclear disaster happen I understood what it meant in 
tears of frustration I realized the dreams I just got back now 
was dead. Once again the family I had just started to dream of 
died in front of me. The cost of these two tragedies is far 
bigger than my personal loss thou. 

The Georgia stones have great guidelines for humanity to 
overcome this disaster. The over lined are not good thou 
since it go against the revelation. 

Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance 
with nature. 

Guide reproduction wisely — improving fitness and diversity. 

Unite humanity with a living new language. 

Rule passion — faith — tradition — and all things with 
tempered reason. 

Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts. 

Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a 
world court . 

Avoid petty laws and useless officials. 

Balance personal rights with social duties. 

Prize truth — beauty — love — seeking harmony with the 
infinite. 



Be not a cancer on the earth — Leave room for nature — 
Leave room for nature. 

You should not think and ponder. Some history 
for you 
Now you don’t think and ponder the mind dose. When you 
say that you shall think about something that mean that you 
put it aside for the mind to do for you. The “unconscious” 
work for you it would be said in science. 

So this is really down the memory for me but it is the history 
behind this webpage. Follow me recovering from amnesia, 
seducing women in a country that is facing possible war with 
Russia with a failing infrastructure. Coming to face my history 
and allot of rotten eggs. 

http://www.rsdnation.com/matrim/blog?page=53 

Becoming one with god, the holy mind and signs of 
wetness 
Well let’s start with the more important matters being with 
god. God is all that is in the here and now. To have trust and 
to be one with god is to understand that what has past is 
over. The future has not happened.  So being with god is to 
be in the here and now. There also freedom is found. 

The holy mind is like the the house of God here all are 
welcome to come, stay and go as the wish but only the 
teachings of the lord and the lord is given belief. 

So under the menu now some pages are coming up, here now 
a page called Signs of wetness. It’s about the body language 
a woman show when she is getting hot for you. Check it out 
so you can see your progress so far. 

http://www.rsdnation.com/matrim/blog?page=53
https://gandalfschoolforthegifted.wordpress.com/signs-of-wetness/


A Spiritual coffin 
The spirit of the lord has a function it’s job is to silent the 
human mind and to be silent. Invite him in, learn of his 
teachings. You as a soul don’t need a mind. The spirit of lord 
is now without a mind to live in, frozen and crystallized, not 
able to do anything just dead as he died on the cross for our 
sins. 

The now the “holy mind” come to replace “the human mind”. 
The holy mind is just a translation device for the silent 
knowing. It becomes the voice, you don’t need to care what 
comes out of it. You can ignore it in total. 

 

Now wakening is painful process, that bullshit of idea or 
should I call it what is; a lie that had somehow trinket down in 
between you and reality is gone, society. What are you? 

Don’t thank me yet I have 4 questions for you. 



What is worth living for? 

What is worth killing for? 

What are you prepared to die for? 

What is worth going to prison for? 

There now I want you to meditate before sleeping; this one 
takes a night of sleep before answering. 

“Now thank God for what he as given you and the fruit 
that your life and labor gives, take no pride in what you 
have done. Now be thankful for what God has given you 
for it is his doing that have brought what you have” 

If a structure is created then the human mind has come back 
again, the spirit of the lord is there again to burn it down and 
remove the structure then silence the human mind thus dying 
for you again to leave the holy mind there ready to translate 
the silent knowing of the soul that you are. This is your 
restore point. Now things are always as they are never like or 
as something else you need to remember that. Now the spirit 
of the lord will waken to kill any invading spirit and then again 
silence the human mind thus killing itself and the human 
mind and put the holy mind in its place. Categorization leads 
to your demise. Let go of the idea that you could ever have a 
image of yourself representing in any way who you are. There 
is no cognitive computation or words that can describe you 
the soul. 

This is your biggest reward 
Now i show you this to give you an understanding on how you 
can place yourself towards reality as a soul. I would 



recommend you to stay at the fifth stage when going about 
your everyday life. 

This psalm is needed, carry it with you: 

“Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of 
death, I will fear no evil, for you are with me; your rod 
and your staff, they comfort me.” 

 

The first stage that 
being a material person 
you only have the box 
with the 1 and 0 in it. 
That meaning that; that 
person is identified with 
the material and 
believes consciousness 
being on the effect side 
rather than the cause 
side of the material. The 
box symbolizes time and 
space and the material 
world being information 
(quant physics can bee 
understood from the 
third stage). 

The Second stage 

what seems too look like the body of a human or a tree 
becomes added to the image. You have now learned to 
identify with only the self all external shit has fallen of sort of 
speak. 



The third stage what seems too look like a head comes in 
to play, you have reached your higher self and are in contact 
with your personal unconsciousness. 

The fourth stage what looks like a sun feather come to 
represent the collective unconsciousness (WEME) is what you 
have reached. That means you have come to feel when big 
and crazy events like terror deeds are happening as far away 
as the other side of the earth. You are in contact with all 
living. 

The fifth stage is not a rank, but something you can do 
when you come all the way and you learn to identify with the 
whole image and you become one with goddess and stand 
speechless in her presences as she shows here self and her 
will to you. 

Now waking up is something that happens to you, it happens 
from non-action. 

Now you have come so far as to know why this school has 
come thru me follow this link and learn, if you have followed 
thru this process you are ready. 

The Mission: The last call 
“Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of 
death, I will fear no evil, for you are with me; your rod 
and your staff, they comfort me.” 

 

I want you to know that I have studied the work of Dr. Ken 
Wilber and consciousness’s is what I call soul to the left. I This 
seems to have come to me as a mission from god to shed 



light on a problem that is not visible on a orange or green 
meme level but you can see on blue meme level and first at a 
teal level it become visible again. You can see as read on you 
will have and understand how humans souls comes in the 
hands of the Devil. Fear and shame are the tools of the devil 
and it seems like the last battle is at hand. 

Now to the top left here we have the 
pentagram representing a person 
free from the limitations of the mind. 
It has taken in the spirit of the lord 
and thus have the Devil (pain body, 
ref Eckhart Tolle) in the lake of fire 
sort of speak. Now the pain body (ref 
Eckhart Tolle) is functioning as The 
Devil on this earth so that is what I 
will call it here. As we go further 
down it will be a representation of 
how far from the light that person 
has strayed. The star without the 
encircling is a free human spirit still 
in close connection with the soul and 
disconnected from the mind, it can 
easy stray back to its old ways. 

The pentagram being your average 
Joe or a person that has started to walk with Jesus and to 
follow his way is still in limitations of the mind, standing 
closer to Satan. 

The inverted pentagram is a representation of a person who 
has made a barter with the devil to value something in the 
material real above his/hers soul, partially giving up the free 
will given by god to serve The devil as he comes. 



The last one is a person lost in total to the devil, there is no 
free will only the doings of Satan that being creating pain for 
him/herself and for others in this world. That being the work 
of lost prophets singer, the black panther shooting and most 
recently the Indian man that raped a 11 month baby for two 
hours. The devil wants a system where he gets to control 
humanity; he wants to make earth his new hell. 

So this is now how I understand the world. This works better 
for me, a weight as just been lifted. I thank the lord, that 
might be a woman for all I have learned and I bring this now 
to your feet’s. 

 
Many where the colors under the sun to see. 

Because there was a beautiful rainbow for thee to see. 

But only two was the colors of the justice system, but 
from where you could see; they were not of color for 
thee. Just light and the absence of light, that in deed. 

Mother Justicia had been teared down; with a system in 
her place, nothing where to be fair again. 

The Devil won that round but god with her army would 
come and tear the system down. 

The fruit from the tree of life was peace. It’s seed came 
from what laid buried. Now let’s murder ISIS, see it was 
not only metaphorically.  

Sweden a integral analysis 
This seems to be part of the real state politics where Christina 
Batra is trying to force Stockholm to become a right wing city. 
That together with this: 



Näringsliv means business world but direct translation would 
be food life. 

Näringsherarki means businesses hierarchy but directly it 
means food chain. 

Swedish näringsliv is a Mycorrhiza (Fungi roots) of lies and 
shame holds and fear of the lies being discovered that hold 
the Swedish system. What was done when Puaya forced his 
dick in to my mouth (Rape) was to get a shame holds on me. 
They wanted to invite me in to their lair of lies. They see it as 
a näringshierarki with the lies told to cover it up they get 
trapped in a shame lock from covering up a shameful 
incident. I bit hard on his dick I was going to bite it off. Now 
each and every other person gets to do the same and with 
that get to climb in the order of career opportunities or paid 
off in bonuses. This is to protect the children of those highest 
up in the hierarchy, the modern princes. Thou see children 
don't get to develop any creativity they only get to choose 
between things, good things I might add. Since they don't get 
any creativity they don't get any dreams and no dreams from 
god either. But the get those fruit from others in the end they 
can get the fruit of pain to from stealing and destroying 
others dreams. Some get a guilty consciousness and that 
shame gets a hold of them to lies are told in either case. Both 
to protect those who feel pleasure from the pain they caused 
and the group who feel shame about it. Now if you do what 
your told to keep the Mycorrhiza in place you get rewarded 
with career opportunities involving bonuses. Some join with 
free will so good are the fruits but the cost it can't be worth 
it. Now since it is a tower built on fear who feeds on that fear 
at the top... 



The ones keeping track of the lies is the ones getting off on 
others pain and suffering. They have textile cloths with strings 
attached loose for each and every lie. Now the one holding 
the textile cloth doesn’t need to keep track of the lie it is as 
such. When the one whole got the stolen dream is to enjoy 
the stolen fruit the keeper of lies goes to the one stolen of 
the dream and tell  him how they destroyed his/her chances 
of the dream and who at current enjoying the dream and also 
why it was made so. That makes the one be stolen remember 
the incident. An all the keeper of lies need to do is to keep 
track of the color coding of the treads on his/hers string cloth 
the one given and the one stolen tight tided together. I have 
seen two of these by the way. 

Now Christina Batrahave gone in bed with the Muslim 
brother hood since they are better business men then the 
Christian’s. Muslims brother hood is a collective of Muslims 
that are trying to breed out Christianity out of Sweden they 
help each other business wise, pushing out newer businesses. 
The orange meme only focused on the economy; don’t see 
that as a problem. 

Now who would profit from this kind of system and how deep 
does this hierarchy or top? 

This will strengthen the love you have: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE 

Now when I want to feel god’s presences I use the 
affirmation: Father time take me with, Lord hold me 
home. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE


Blue Meme Side of what is happening in Sweden 

It seems from what we can see from above that the apostatic 
of humanity comes in these categories under the light of 
god’s creation, Earth. 

 

From the left to the right here, we have Big Good (BG), Small 
Good (SG), Half Good (HG), Small Evil (SE) and Big Evil (BG). 

 

Now let’s start with HG the center pies, the passive player in 
the hierarchy of what is written about above. Those who just 
reap the dreams of others without getting off on the pain 
they cause, but the one’s entering this system created on 
forced will, can create dreams from creativity. Many times 
they are unaware of that pain. They can also be on the path 
of following the lord, many protestant Christian would fall 
under this category; these are the ones who has not taking a 
stand against good or evil. To the right of that we have SE 
small evil has taken a stand for evil these are the keepers of 
lies and also your common sadist they have become 
dependent on the system/society that the Devil has created. 
Now BE not even Satan likes since these never get to live that 
long. BE is limitless evil and Satan wants order in his tower of 
fear and pain it seems.  Now small good is limitless good but 
have only tries to follow the lords Jesus Christ ways but as a 



servant of god or soldier they see the necessity to take lives 
for good to prevail. All they can hope for is god’s forgiveness; 
these both can create their own dreams from creativity and 
get fruits (Dreams) from god. Now these are the ones at risk 
to fall quickly down the path of big evil. That comes from 
being limitless and not taking in god. Now there is BG big 
good has fully invited in the spirit of the Jesus Christ. These 
are faithful Christians, freemasons or you since you have 
come so far in this course. Now these men don’t have dreams 
they get full fruit direct from god. That makes them a bigger 
target for the SE since the fruit seems sweeter. But better 
warriors. 

 

Current situation 

Well the refugee crisis is stressing the system out to its max, 
while there is a possibility of hybrid warfare using the 
refugees as a way of crating instability in Europe making it 
harder to go against Assad. I myself really hope for the 
humanity party’s constitution vision will take hold in 
humanity as circumstances improve. I am going to go an visit 
the university today, I need intelligent people around me at 
the moment. The average coca cola drinking Joe does not cut 
it simply. Putting ISIL in the corner for a moment there. This 
shifts the global priorities for our global leaders. Going to be a 
bit of a ruff wake up after the American election.    

Sweden has turned to a den of underground wore houses and 
Sweds are turning to johns. While Swedish women are seen 
as trade objects towards the Muslim brother hood. But first 
they haft to prostitute them self for Batra ask party if 
belonging to her party that is to say. Many and plentiful are 



the shame holds of Batra. Leader of the Swedish Orange 
Meme party Moderaterna.  

Literary this might also be a result of the Russian crime 
syndicate. Active here in Sweden. The Swedish man has fallen 
to bordellos. The amount that is showed in media is a joke to 
what is happening. Sex school is fucking needed, not porn. 

 

Orange Meme side of the problem 

Swedish men are not strong market force to drive the 
Swedish economy forward. The Muslims are a way stronger 
force being more focused on driving business. Seems like 
Swedish men are more interested in going to whores and to 
eat and buy pizza from the Muslims. Our girls should reward 
behavior that drives the Swedish economy forward. And if 
they marry a Muslim she will convert and become a virgin 
again. She will have had her fun. The Swedish men seems to 
hate women anyhow. The top layer of the business world will 
not change anyhow, at least not this generation. Plus the guys 
that keep the system we have in place get theirs to. (Price 
being a pair of shame cuffs). 

 

Green meme side of the problem 

This points towards the social missadjustment that pore and 
immigrants have to face when coming to Sweden we need 
better immigration politics and well fare on a European level 
it needs to be taken to the European union level in order to 
be fixed. On the problem on how to fix that Swedish men 
have poor health and go to prostitutes that we have to be 
more far sighted with, school and education. Is what we need 



their Muslims are not the problem unless we talk about 
Muslim terrorist. 

 

Finding answers 
Standing with a scissor blade against Monica I had finally 
breaker free from here compliance anchor. This doesn't work 
anymore this have to stop. Please Daniel I have to. 

-Your to controlling why do you have to. 

-Please I have to I can't say. 

-you have a choice now. 

-they will take it all from the house. 

-who?! 

-please the, sob sob... The party. 

- why and how can they take it from you? 

- I can't sa.. 

I stepped forward 

- it's all lies... there is so much lies now that I don't think 
anything is true she replied. 

Damn I did not wish for anything of this. I don't know what to 
do any more she said. I let her of. 

Soon thereafter J calls he try to maneuver the situation. I get 
him in a lock where with Monica life as a hostage Johan 



outburst. Please that will take my love and my dreams from 
me. 

I replied with I don't care. 

I hear thru the phone something like. 

Garyyash.. what is this?! Why!? Damn . I knew that I where 
not aloud to take from this cookie yar but I did it anyway. 

Cookie yar? I replied. 

-Yeah it what we call others dreams. 

I here him call for his girlfriend. R I please help I can't deal 
with this. 

I really started to take in Jesus fully and I am so thankful for 
that now, I never would want something like that happen to 
me again. That thing that had control over me that moment 
was horrible, I got help from R to get myself back with the 
help of the teachings of Jesus Christ. Now you are going to 
see something really weird. I am still meta-mind by the way. 
The spirit is just a egoic structure. They can be built and live 
for generations now the last caress of a pope seems like a 
stupid thing to do if he happens to be for example a serial 
murdering, rapist, pedophile living out all his desires. Since 
that would make it so he could force himself over to another 
person’s mind. That would be the egoic structure... an evil 
egoic structure. That would constitute an ego containing a 
really bad seed of pain body..... The Devil. 

Now who would profit from this kind of system and how deep 
does this hierarchy or top? 

  



 

 

Now the book Angel’s ride is a method to finding the love of 
your life. It came thru me and as it seems the creator god 
wants us to shift place with him in the creation of a new 
earth. God will take the passive role of a woman she will 
become dess in Goddess, while you will become God (a 
creator on earth). You might find yourself married with a 
family with in 2 years after reading this book and then you 
will understand that it will be a need for soldiers in the fight 
against the devils servants and ISIS. I have not come so far 
that in the making of this that I can teach you how to deal 
with a terrorist jihadist if such events where to come that 
your only chance to survive or to protect those who your love 
is to risk your life and fight the terrorist. But that will come 
when Goddess wants it to happen what we face take action 
so it will come here. Turn your soul in to in to a Divine 

Angel and this is a call to arms. You are of course free to 
continue on the good fight of the Lord without the Angel’s 



ride as long as you walk the path of the Lord Jesus Christ. I 
have helped you to chain the devil inside of you anyhow. That 
was given to you from God thru me anyhow; it was not given 
to you from me. It came from God. Many are the begotten 
soul’s lead them to light, but those who has choose to attack 
those who follow the lord just because of that, will have to 
die. Now this will turn as many we can to become BG for the 
better of humanity. A soldier for good, now I recommend you 
to train Krav Maga, the teachings of the Israelites or if you 
wish to join the fight take up service and fight ISIS the BE that 
kill them self in acts of terror where it dwells. Easier weapon 
construction for protection and possible fights can be find at: 
https://gandalfschoolforthegifted.wordpress.com/ 

Angel’s Ride 
So this is a manual for guys to develop in to a strong man, 
with the way of seeing things that changes his behavior to 
something that really attract women. The book is written in 9 
parts, first the foundation One-night-stand which contains a 
strong source of motivation to get better at this as well as good 
nutritional advice to boost your testosterone levels to help you 
become stronger and confident. Learn how to disconnect from 
negative bullshit both in your own mind but also in reality. 
Learn the core foundation philosophy of what reality is from a 
Zen perspective. Learn how to reach a better emotional state 
to be the one the girls like to be with. Get an understanding 
how you can harness your own natural instincts to get the girl. 
Get rid of fear. 

Autonomous this part is to teach you to truly become a free 
man and a free thinker, learn how not to be affected by 
emotions and thoughts. Learn how to stand against pressure. 
Find out how sex is a win-win for you and the girl, get both an 
understanding of how living in the now gives you more power 
and resources. Find out how you can have an abundance 

https://gandalfschoolforthegifted.wordpress.com/
https://gandalfschoolforthegifted.wordpress.com/


mentality when it comes to girls right now. Learn how to train 
your body in a way that you can defend your right to self-
ruling. 

The knowing learn about value based leadership and how to 
harness that power to make plans. Take control over your 
RAS (reticular activating system) to conjure up good memories 
at will. Change to a good mind-set at to have in the bar. Learn 
how to talk and talk for hours if needed. Get a sense on how to 
lead women and how to meet up with women until they follow 
you. Get a healthy sense of what love actually is. Harness the 
power of tantric energy. See when the girls are horny and 
ready for you. Find out how to silence your mind. See the 
social game of everything around you. 

Freewill NOW teaches how to reach the now more easily at 
will and to enter flow state. Find your true freewill. Connect 
with both the Masculine and the feminine. Take command 
over yourself. Learn how to take shit as a man. Learn about 
the happiness an own family can give. Break free from the 
everyday illusion of main stream society. 

The date is a report of the preparation of one of the best dates 
I have had in my life. 

Seducing a feminist a report and instructions to get the 
feminist over to your side and learn how to deal with their 
possible attacks. 

Meditation learn how to meditate 

Tripping on shrooms will give you an understanding 
of natural system, your place in the universe and 

helping you of letting go of the false self. 

Letters to shapeless will clearly define the roles for 
your psychological archetypes. 

Buy the book for 124.99 $ at amazon. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01995Z1N2

